THE MEANING
OF DESIGN

Jacob Jensen Design is more
than a business; it’s a philosophy.
CEO and chief designer Timothy
Jacob Jensen wants change
the way we think about design
- to tell everyone the truth. That
products are not the work of
a single person, but a group
effort involving designers,
manufacturers, and people with
bright ideas. Space Magazine
visited Timothy in his countryside
house for a talk about co-creation,
the development of his company,
and the meaning of life.
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The headquarters of Jacob Jensen Design are situated in two adjacent
buildings on the rugged coastline of Northern Jutland, Denmark – a labyrinth of offices and design studios on three levels, built into the landscape
facing the shore. It’s September 2015 and Timothy Jacob Jensen – the
company’s CEO and chief designer – is sitting with 20 colleagues, mostly
art directors, industrial designers and project managers over lunch. The
team is currently working on a collection of new products launching this
fall; most are top secret and hidden away behind closed doors on the lower
ground floor.
Usually, creative directors tend to keep their distance from their colleagues
– it feeds into the culture of individual glory that’s prevalent in the design
world. But Timothy, dressed informally in jeans and shirt, a pair of sunglasses casually perched on his head, is no glory-grabbing leader. “Design
has always been a collaborative process,” he insists.
As he takes a seat for this interview, he points at the view of the Limfjord,
a fjord-like shallow part of the sea. According to Timothy – son of company founder Jacob Jensen – designers work better surrounded by beauty.
He believes in the importance of being connected to nature; the company’s Shanghai office overlooks a lake and its Bangkok outpost is situated
next to a river. Each morning Timothy welcomes his colleagues with freshly
brewed coffee, lighting candles and putting on Bach (in the afternoon he
ups the tempo to Pink Floyd). “I want people to feel welcome, it’s as simple
as that,” he says. Over the next couple of hours he describes his philosophy and ambitions for the future as well as the heritage he carries on his
shoulders: his father, Jacob Jensen, was a brilliant designer, dubbed the
Danish Dieter Rams.
Timothy grew up on this wild stretch of coastline after Jacob moved the
business – and his family – here in 1966. In fact, the views from the windows mirror the clean lines of some of Jensen senior’s iconic minimalist
products. He is perhaps most famous for the more than 80 revolutionary
designs that he created for Bang & Olufsen over 26-years: turntables,
amplifiers and sleek speakers that defined the brand’s look and spawned
countless imitators.
With many of his creations included in MoMA’s collection, Jacob Jensen
gave the world innovation and quiet beauty. But the relationship between
father and son was not always easy. Timothy started as an intern in 1978 but
left in 1984. His father departed in 1981, and during the late 1980s the company was in shambles. “I took over the reins in 1990, and by then it was a
total mess. We had an amazing history but only one client left,” says Timothy.
That has all changed now, with Jacob Jensen Design offices around the
world and this fall the company will start producing its own products.
Jacob Jensen Design is more than a business; it’s a philosophy. Timothy
wants to change the way we think about design: products are not the work
of a single person, he argues, but a group effort involving designers, manufacturers, and people with bright ideas. He talks to Space Magazine about
‘co-creation’, business and what’s really important in life.
Let’s begin with your design philosophy. You are very focused on equality and democracy. Did philosophy and design always go hand in hand
here in the company?
“No, It wasn’t always like this. My mother and father began in
Strandgade at Christianshavn in Copenhagen in the 1950s, and at that time
philosophy wasn’t central. The world was very different then. They landed
a contract with Bang & Olufsen and started to design products for them. It
was just a job, it wasn’t a matter of beliefs… The company’s philosophy is
recent. I have travelled a lot for many years, which has given me an appreciation of what it means to be Scandinavian. I want to use my company as
a growth platform to export our tradition of creating beautiful objects to the
rest of world, which people can treasure. I want to export a way of living. This
should be our humble way of making the world a better place.
“Eight years ago I was in Dubai taxi with a Bangladeshi driver. He
drove that taxi six days a week, 12 hours a day, and he still didn’t have
money for a plane ticket to go to his child’s funeral back home. It changed

my worldview because that’s not fair. If other countries are to raise their
standards of living, they need to do it, not with their hands, but with their
minds. My ambition is that through design and business we can give people in developing countries a chance to have a better life.”
It used to be that one person, usually a man, was behind a design, but
at your studio you speak about “co-creation” – in which several people
work on a design, and all of them put their name to it.
“Design has always been a collaborative process. Arne Jacobsen
couldn’t possibly have made all of his products himself. The same goes for
Tommy Hilfiger and all the rest. If you only think in commercial terms, it’s logical to build a brand around one person and one name. But that’s also lying
because one person can’t produce as much as an entire company. Whole
teams are behind it. I believe that people should get back a fair share for
their work, both in terms of money and recognition. That doesn’t make the
company a lesser brand. We live in a singular world. Co-creation is more
recognised today because truth and justice are beginning to break through.
We all know that Tom Ford doesn’t sit and draw hundreds of dresses.”
So, it’s like football managers? They get as much credit as the players,
even if they don’t set foot on the field.
“Yes, football is a team effort, and so is everything else in life.”
Being fair, giving credit to those who deserve it, doing the right thing,
where does this come from?
“When we close our eyes at night, we know if we have been good to
others today, and the good deeds are what trigger a satisfaction response
in the brain. If you are poor, you need to rise to a certain standard before
taking care of others. Many people around the world have a reasonable
and viable standard of living, so we may as well act reasonably because
it makes ourselves feel better. An international survey has shown that the
happiest billionaires live in Denmark because it’s only nice to be rich in a
rich country – being rich in a poor country is no fun.”
You are currently developing an air quality barometer. It looks like
another Jacob Jensen Design classic. Can you tell us a bit about why
the product is important to you?
“You can live without food for two months, without water for a week, and
without air for five minutes. Air pollution is a huge problem in many places –
Beijing, for instance. Well-educated people with resources are leaving China
because of it. It’s an enormous problem for China; if the people who make
money for the country begin to leave, they will never raise the general standard of living. It’s important that we are aware of the air that we breathe.”
But you don’t live in Beijing, how did the idea for the barometer develop?
“The idea came to me when I lived in Copenhagen in the late 1980s
and saw mothers on bicycles with kids going through heavy traffic. That
couldn’t be good for the children’s tiny lungs. Also because I visit China at
least six times a year. This product means a lot to me.”
Let’s talk about the development of the Jacob Jensen Design brand? Is
there a line reaching from the 1970s to what you do today?
“I feel there is a clear line, but of course the times, technologies,
and production methods were different then. My father’s era was almost
graphic in its expression, whereas many of the things we have done in the
last 25 years are more traditional, but retain the same DNA. We have held
on to the heritage that is loved by the world. Our design is simple and hopefully imaginative. Personally I like things for their function. I don’t like a lot of
noise in home decoration. In my home I almost only keep things that I use. I
don’t keep anything unnecessary.”
What has stayed the same from the days of your father’s designs in the
1960s and 1970s up to the work you do in the studio today?
“I think one can recognise a distinct form language and a Scandinavian
touch in everything we’ve been doing for the last 50 years. One could argue
that in the early days it tended to be a graphical expression despite the fact
that they were 3D products. I think today many of the designs that we create
are more three dimensional but still have the Jacob Jensen DNA.”
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Is there a one Bang & Olufsen design that you hold dear or that reminds
you of your father?
“The Beogram 4000 turntable.”
Were there great ideas he never finished?
“Yes, about 90 percent of his work. I think that goes for most creative
professionals.”
How do you remember him professionally. Is that view different from
how the rest of the design world look at his work?
“Professionally I remember him as a dedicated hard worker, but of
course I also saw him as my father, whereas people who didn’t know him
saw him only for the man behind his creations.”
You have recently taken production at Jacob Jensen Design in-house. Why?
“We’re changing tactics because we feel that we have gathered so
much knowledge about design, product development, communication,
branding and sourcing that we are now ready to do it ourselves.”
How many items do you expect to produce? How big do you want your
portfolio to be?
“Our ambition is to produce as much as we can sell. And of course
there is the matter of minimum orders to consider. From our headquarters
we’ll focus on smart and safe living, but we still have partners to produce
our watches, glasses, and kitchenware. The intelligent home centered on
soft security we’ll keep to ourselves.”
Do you also design according to the market demand?
“Yes. Our primary drive so far has been from people asking us to
design this or that. There hasn’t been any particular selection on our part.
Because of our skills in product design it has been natural for people to
approach us. This has led us develop other items along the way. But we
never had a desire to design anything specific.”
You have designed electric cars and a coffin among many other objects,
why do designers think they should design everything in the world?
“It’s no different than wanting to change the contents of your lunch
box every day. It’s about the desire for something new, but it’s also simply a service we offer – to draw a thermo bottle or a coffin. It’s fun to draw
something new because it’s a challenge. If you have already designed 27
hair dryers, number 28 isn’t too exciting. It’s more fun to design a fire extinguisher or whatever.”
Your family has a long history with Bang & Olufsen. How do you think
B&O is doing today?
“It only takes one leader to build an amazing company, or to run it to
the ground. When the financial crisis struck they wanted to discard the
existing design language, which I don’t understand because it is widely
recognised as the best in the field of electronics in world history. They
wanted to return to the core competences of image and sound. In my opinion it was a totally wrong decision. Instead they should have continued to
develop the design language and focus on smart home design.”

that we are behind it, and are taking the credit. We want to be bigger than
the church, I’m not joking. Who says it can’t be done by a couple of hippies from the Danish countryside? One day something will be bigger than
the church – and Apple. It’s not just about actual size, but the philosophy
behind the products. If everyone involved is treated fairly, people want to
support you. In this way we can create a global movement. Basically it’s just
a matter of behaving right.”

TRANSLATION RASMUS FOLEHAVE HANSEN

It’s not always easy to work with one’s family. Did you and your father
agree on everything?
“Professionally, we always agreed on the approach, the method and
what we wanted to achieve.”

What are the goals for the coming years?
“We are creating a movement. We believe that in order extend this
movement into emerging markets, we have to give back to the local community as well. We educate young creative professionals in the regions that
we enter, we share our profits with them, and we credit them for the work
that they do. By doing this we believe that we can make a difference in raising the living standard of that region.”
It’s very untraditional to run an innovative design studio in the middle of
nowhere. Why is it important for you to live and work like this?
“It’s a coincidence that I live and work in our Danish headquarters.
It was originally built by one of my father’s teachers. Having offices in
Shanghai and Bangkok, which are great places to visit and gather inspiration, I also immensely enjoy coming home, so I can be surrounded by
nature and digest it all. And there’s a large contrast between the private
and professional parts of the house. The home part is warmer because we
live there.”
How would you describe the place to a Chinese collaborator who never
been to Denmark?
“I don’t think it matters of you are Chinese, American or European, we
all know nature, we all sense it, and we all appreciate it. There is a Chinese
heresy, to be able to think far you have to be able to see far.”
Over the last 50 years you have rebuilt a lot. Do you see life as constant
change?
“Yes, life is a work in progress. Life is not about the end, but the journey from birth to death. If you stand still, it will be a setback. All living creatures develop. I suppose that’s a condition of life on this planet. It’s always
easier to go somewhere new than to go back, and that’s why it’s stimulating
for us as creatures to see and experience something new.”
Do you have a favourite spot?
“In my kitchen overlooking the Limfjord.”
You keep your office desk in the house. Why not in the design
department?
“Because I’m the CEO. Some of my time is spent on daily management and administration. But I’m involved in all the studio’s projects
because I love creating. I don’t have time to do it all, but I meet with the
designers once a week to share my input with them. Creation and innovation is more fun than administration, but someone has to do it.”
How do you feel coming back to your house after a journey?
“Well, it’s great. Crossing the hill in the forest, through the fields and
I’m home. Here, I can go to my veranda and enjoy the view of the bay. It’s
totally quiet here. After a week in Shanghai or Bangkok listening to people
and machines, being here is tremendously liberating. I feel privileged to
live in nature, and still be out and about in the world. But if I had to choose
between nature and culture, I’d go for nature.”

What company that are doing well today?
“I think Ikea is doing well in bringing well designed products for
affordable prices to the masses.”
What characterises great design? And what is poor design?
“Great design is done with the heart, and poor design is done for money.”
What’s the most important project you haven’t done yet?
“That’s what I’m doing right now: a transformation of the company,
which in the long run means that when you see our products, you know
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